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UCBt (a) ≈ Êνa [Y ] + (log T )/Na (t).
p
P
] t (a) ≈
UCB
(log T )/Nz (t)]ν̃a (Z = z).
z∈Z [Êν [Y | Z = z] +
] t (a), play At+1 = arg maxa∈A UCB
] t (a).
If UCBt (a) ≈ UCB
Otherwise, switch to Pessimistic Phase.
Pessimistic Phase: For remaining rounds t, play At+1 = arg maxa∈A UCBt (a).
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√
This is fine from a minimax perspective since even conditionally benign forces T regret.
Estimating a multinomial to scale ε takes ≈ 1/ε2 samples,
so we also use the initial exploration to obtain an ε = T −1/4 accurate estimate of ν(Z).
(2) Optimistic Rounds
a) If the conditionally benign assumption holds,
] t (a) and the algorithm correctly plays optimistically.
UCBt (a) ≈ UCB
b) If the conditionally benign assumption fails,
] t (a) and the algorithm correctly plays pessimistically,
either UCBt (a) 6≈ UCB
or the regret incurred from playing optimistically is still sufficiently small.
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More on Conditionally Benign
Suppose we have a fixed DAG G on (A × Z × Y).
(a)
A

(b)
Z

Y

(c)

A

Y

(d)
U

A

Z

Z

U

Y

A

Z

Y

(a) conditionally benign and d-separated
(b) not conditionally benign
(c) conditionally benign through front-door, not d-separated
(d) no adjustment possible, not conditionally benign
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Let A be all hard interventions.
Z d-separates Y from A on G if and only if every Markov relative ν on G is conditionally benign on A.
Theorem
Let A0 be all hard interventions except the null (observational) intervention.
Z d-separates Y from A on GA if and only if every Markov relative ν on G is conditionally benign on A0 .
Proposition
If Z satisfies the front-door criterion with respect to (A, Y ) on G then Z d-separates Y from A on GA .
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